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CHAPTER 7
The Future Is Here
Positive Psychology Comes of Age

By the middle of the second decade of the twenty-first century, positive psychology had come of age. Scholarly practitioners had built key elements of a powerful, extensive infrastructure and, along with lay popularizers, had reached expansive audiences. A consensus vision of the field had developed, one that was capacities, bold, and integrated. Writers elaborated on long-familiar themes and suggested the dimensions of new ones. Relying on fresh research, scholars turned to four topics, discussed somewhat before 1998, that now came to the fore: character, religion and spirituality, science, and international comparisons. Moreover, the field’s often implicit political ideologies—neoliberalism especially, but not exclusively—became increasingly apparent. Finally, as a sign of positive psychology’s prominence, sustained criticisms now emerged, too recently to describe how they might change the field over time.

CHARACTER

Character, as a key to a meaningful life, was prominent among the issues present as a relatively minor note before and that now came to the fore among positive psychologists. Soon after Martin Seligman’s 1998 presidential APA address, he collaborated with Christopher Peterson in providing the intellectual and strategic leadership that led to their massive 2004 Character Strengths and Virtues: A Handbook and Classification. If the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) was the scientific guide to
psychological disorders, their Values in Action (VIA) inventory was the counterpart for positive psychological strengths. Using the VIA Signature Strengths Questionnaire would enable people to figure out their strengths and then learn how to build on them. Peterson and Seligman listed six major strengths—wisdom and knowledge, courage, humanity, justice, temperance, and transcendence—each with several subcategories. If temperance meant self-control and prudence, the emphasis on justice required that citizens commit themselves to civic action that went beyond self-interest and could involve social protests or support of social causes. Transcendence, operating through spirituality or religiousness (“whether they be called universal, ideal, sacred, or divine”), involved a different dimension of moving beyond self-involvement.3

The emphasis on character strengths, historically linked with masculinity, developed as part of a larger vision of American society in historical perspective. Seligman and Peterson made clear their opposition to a “personless” or “radical environmentalism” that undermined self-determination by shifting responsibility for problems from the individual to external circumstances. Seligman’s justification for the return to an emphasis on character as a counter to postmodernism and relativism was only part of the story. “After a detour through the hedonism of the 1960s, the narcissism of the 1970s, the materialism of the 1980s, and the apathy of the 1990s,” Peterson and Seligman wrote, relying on oversimplified generalizations, “most everyone today seems to believe that character is important after all and that the United States is facing a character crisis on many fronts, from the playroom to the classroom to the sports arena to the Hollywood screen to business corporations to politics.” The turn to character involved grappling with Aristotle’s concept of eudaimonia “which holds,” they underscored, that “well-being is not a consequence of virtuous action but rather an inherent aspect of such action.”4

Moreover, central to the emphasis on character strengths was a recognition of the necessity to work through the consequences of the Easterlin Paradox. Since World War II the GDP of Western nations, including the United States, had increased considerably, but their citizens reported no greater happiness. Millions of people in developed nations struggled to move beyond materialism to meaning, to shift, as some positive psychologists had, from hedonic to eudaimonic. What made such a change difficult was how people were overwhelmed by excessive choices. They often found that what market economies delivered undermined happiness, cut people off from meaningful social relationships, increased inequalities in wealth and income, and bedeviled citizens with upward social comparisons. Rather than indulge in a culture of complaint in which grievances loomed large, people, advocates of character assert, should see ways of transcending the self. As one observer put it in 2003, follow the findings of positive psychologists in realizing that being “forgiving, grateful, and optimistic…are actually essential to personal well-being.”

GRATITUDE AND ALTRUISM

Among the many character traits, several held a significant place in the practice of positive psychology, gratitude and altruism prominently among them. Emphasis on these values provides added evidence of how scholars in the field used language that in potentially powerful ways connected individualism and social obligations. Pre-1998 studies of the “Helper’s High” and reciprocal altruism had established a connection between giving and happiness. Now, however, this topic was the subject of more vigorous experiments and more prominent applications. “Gratitude,” remarked Barbara Fredrickson, “opens your heart and carries the urge to give back—to do something good in return, either for the person who helped you or for someone else.” Several experimental exercises were especially notable. Researchers had long ago shown that there was a correlation between helping and happiness, but now positive psychologists claimed they relied on scientific experiments that moved beyond correlation to causation. For example, Sonja Lyubomirsky carried out an experiment in which, once a week, subjects recorded in a journal what they were grateful for. Compared with a control group, the journal keepers reported significantly greater satisfaction with their lives. Similarly, she noted, people could enhance their happiness by acts of kindness such as writing a letter to a loved one, doing a favor for a neighbor, or visiting a nursing home. “Doing five kind acts a week, especially all in a single day,” a Time magazine reporter noted in 2005, “gave a measurable boost” to those she studied.8

Seligman carried out extensive gratitude experiments—in his classes, in controlled settings, and on the Internet. “The single most effective way to turbocharge your joy,” a reporter for Time paraphrased him as saying in a 2005 article, “is to make a ‘gratitude visit.’ That means writing a testimonial thanking a teacher, pastor or grandparent—anyone to whom you owe a debt of gratitude—and then visiting that person to read him or her the letter of appreciation. ‘The remarkable thing,’ says Seligman, ‘is that people who do this just once are measurably happier and less depressed a month later. But it’s gone by three months.’ Less powerful but more lasting, he says, is an exercise he calls three blessings—taking time each day to write down a trio of things that went well and why,” in a way that underscored how psychological rituals tended to replace organized religion with highly personal spirituality. ‘People are less depressed and happier three months...’
later and six months later," Seligman remarked. "Gratitude exercises can
do more than lift one’s mood," the writer for Time reported in 2005, going
ton to mention the work of psychologist Robert Emmons, the most influ-
ential student of gratitude who “found they improve physical health, raise
ergy levels and, for patients with neuromuscular disease, relieve pain and
fatigue.”

Other studies revealed the links between giving, happiness, and health.
Especially important was the work of the medical ethicist Stephen Post,
who with funds from the Templeton Foundation had founded the Institute
for Research on Unlimited Love in 2001. In a series of books and articles
written in the early twenty-first century, he combined reports on scientific
studies (which he helped launch at more than a score of universities), inspira-
tional stories, how-to instructions, and wisdom that mixed spirituality
and religion. He showed how unselfish giving not only made people feel
happier but also produced remarkable health benefits, including living lon-
ger and mitigation of chronic illnesses. Invoking a passage from Proverbs
(“A generous man will prosper, he who refreshes others will himself be
refreshe”), he insisted that while “genuine altruism is an action done with-
out assuming reciprocal or reputational gains for the agent,” nonetheless
by its very inward dynamic it “enhances well-being and often contributes
to health.” Along similar lines, working at the HeartMath Institute, Rollin
McCraty published “The Appreciative Heart: The Psychophysiology of
Positive Emotions and Optimal Functioning,” which claimed to rely on
empirical scientific research to demonstrate the connection between posi-
tive emotions generated by giving to both improved performance and bet-
ter health outcomes.

The fullest exploration of the relationships between science, religion, and
altruism—a key issue in the study of character—came together in an
edited 2015 book, Caring Economics: Conversations on Altruism and
Compassion Between Scientists, Economists, and the Dalai Lama, based on a
2010 conference planned in response to the 2008 Great Recession. The
economist Ernst Fehr carried out experiments that, going against the grain
of colleagues who assumed people focused on their self-interest narrowly
defined, revealed that people did take into account notions of fairness to
others and that altruism undergirded the commitment to providing for the
public good; indeed, altruistic people lived happier and healthier lives. The
neuroscientist Tania Singer reported on studies of the brain that, relying
on the research using fMRI imaging, revealed how the mapping of neural
networks in the interoceptive cortex of the brain helped us understand
socially positive behavior and human interconnectedness. In addition,
experiments showed that training people in loving-kindness meditation
helped novices express compassion that experts in meditation had long
experienced. Similarly, giving people specific hormones or neuropeptides,
such as oxytocin, decreased their fearfulness and enhanced their capacity
to trust others. Using fMRI, the economist William Harbaugh exami-
ned the “warm-glow kind of altruism” that helped people make charitable
gifts.

Especially important in the conference discussions was the work of the
psychologist Richard J. Davidson, who, relying on studies of children, long-
time practitioners of compassionate meditation, and those who received
training in compassion, presented evidence of a correlation between the
amount of activation in the insula and amygdala and how predisposed
people were to compassion. Subjects who in a laboratory setting redistrib-
uted money in a game reported “greater feelings of warmth and compas-
sion concern for the suffering of others” than did their experimental
peers who did not redistribute funds. Moreover, evidence of the brain’s
plasticity was associated with altruism. More generally, contributors to the
volume of essays worked to reconcile Western and Buddhist outlooks on
caring. And no one was in a better position to do so than Matthieu Ricard,
a Frenchman who, after earning his doctorate in molecular biology in 1972,
devoted the rest of his life to the study and practice of Buddhism. It was
possible, he insisted, to teach people to be compassionate, including toward
their enemies.

Elsewhere, learning to express gratitude took on some key characteristics
of a social or cultural movement. The 2000 movie Pay It Forward, based on
a novel of the same name, told the story of a seventh-grade student whose
social studies teacher taught him to pay it forward by responding to a favor
received by doing ones for three others, each of whom would do so for three
more people, thus creating a rapidly multiplying network of gratitude. This
in turn led to the Pay It Forward Movement and Foundation, established
by the novel’s author Catherine Ryan Hyde, which over time had circulated
over a million Pay It Forward bracelets in over 100 nations. “The philosophy
of Pay It Forward,” its web site announced, “is that through acts of kindness
among strangers, we all foster a more caring society.” Then in 2007 came
the Pay It Forward Day, which received global media coverage. Eventually
its hope was to “inspire over 10 million acts of kindness around the world”
such as buying a stranger a cup of coffee or helping out someone in need.
“Imagine the difference that would make!” the web site announced. Four
years later came the Newton Project, which by providing wristbands whose
circulation could be followed, made it possible for a web site visitor to track
acts of kindness. The project aimed “to empower individuals to make a dif-
fERENCE one person at a time. Our goal,” the web site announced, “is to cre-
ate an ever-growing community of connected individuals who value and
promote giving, compassion and love across the world.”
Resilience was another character strength that received considerable attention in the new century. Going back at least to writings of Viktor Frankl, psychologists have long been interested in how people responded positively when confronted with adversity. Now, however, researchers more explicitly explored the connections between character and what was known early on as posttraumatic growth. A key book on this topic is *The Resilience Factor: 7 Keys to Finding Your Inner Strength and Overcoming Life's Hurdles*, by Karen Reivich and Andrew Shatte, the former a co-author with Seligman on *The Optimistic Child* and co-director of the Penn Resiliency Project. Drawing on cognitive behavioral therapy, the authors' seven keys included challenging beliefs, putting thoughts into perspective, and understanding how patterns of response undermined positivity. Published in 2002, the book, like some by other positive psychologists, used responses to 9/11 to illustrate the benefits of positive psychology. That tragic day, they wrote, had threatened people's sense of safety and justice. Yet “just like we as a nation have done,” they noted at the book's end, “in little ways, every day” the people whose lives they had described in the book “reconstructed their world by changing the way they think.” Connecting the national and the personal, they insisted “they did it and so can you.” In their final sentence they insisted “by changing the way you think, you can change your life for good.” Interested before 9/11 in character strengths as a counter to victimology and unearned self-esteem, after that horrific event Seligman and his colleagues now redoubled their efforts to counter narcissistic happiness.15

Over the course of two decades, the Penn Resiliency Program supported its findings on character in experimental and real-world settings. Carrying out studies on over 3,000 children and adolescents, the experiments of Seligman, Reivich, and their colleagues revealed that it was possible to teach optimism, assertiveness, coping, and realistic problem solving. Relying on a $2.8 million grant from the United States Department of Education, they introduced positive psychology into a high school that, Seligman reported, “builds character strengths, relationships, and meaning, as well as raises positive emotion and reduces negative” ones—and in the process enhanced “the traditional goals of classroom learning.”16

In 2008, Seligman began to collaborate with the Pentagon on the Comprehensive Soldier Fitness Program for returning vets stressed by years of rotating in and out of service in Afghanistan and Iraq (see Chapter 8), an effort subjected to sharp criticism for what many saw as compromises with professional standards in a misguided patriotic effort but that Seligman insisted was itself patriotic. Working together with Brigadier General Rhonda Cornum, Seligman and his colleagues developed a test to measure psychological fitness, courses that focused on self-improvement, and a pilot program for resilience training. The efforts were so successful that the Army eventually established twenty training centers that, according to the program’s web site, taught soldiers and their families “things such as problem solving, how to think optimistically, and how to cope with adversity.” The Army granted Seligman’s center at Penn a $31 million no-bid contract to train American service members to be resilient and overcome tragic events.17

The *Road to Character* (2015), by New York Times columnist David Brooks, revealed the conservative implications of an emphasis on character that Seligman had alluded to briefly. “By successfully confronting sin and weakness,” Brooks remarked as he both drew on positive psychology and made it even more accessible, “we have the chance to play our role in a great moral drama. We can shoot for something higher than happiness” by taking “advantage of every occasion to build virtue in ourselves and be of service to the world.” Countering what he labeled the culture of the “Big Me,” he called on people to develop character strengths that humbly recognized the importance of our connection to and caring for others. His advice on how to restore moral realism was capacious. Live for holiness, not happiness; purpose, not pleasure, he recommended. Understanding that we are “flawed creatures” will mitigate against “selfishness and overconfidence.” Through acts of kindness, an embrace of humility, and a struggle against sinful pride, he wrote in ways that reflected his commitment to a Protestant tradition embodied in self-help literature, people would give up earthly success and instead choose inner, moral growth. His advice was to avoid short-term, banal, and material pleasures and commit oneself “to tasks that cannot be completed in a single lifetime.” Whether from a loved one, a stranger, or God, one should work to achieve grace, a condition in which “gratitude fills the soul, and with it the desire to serve and give back.” Whether working as a hedge fund manager or dedicating your life to helping the poor, mature people developed a sense of purpose that enabled them to move “from fragmentation to centeredness, ... a state in which the restlessness is over, the confusion about meaning and purpose of life is calmed.”18

Writing in the *New York Times* in 2015, literary critic and New York Times editor Parul Sehgal explored the immense popularity of resilience and critiqued its assumptions. She charted how resilience had “sprung into new life as a catchword in international development and Silicon Valley and among parenting pundits and TED-heads.” Publishers had issued hundreds of books on the subject, telling eager audiences how to toughen their investment portfolios or their children. Organizations—from the United Nations to the Department of Homeland Security—added resilience to their mission statements. In response to terrorist attacks, to student
protests on campuses, and even to Justin Bieber’s fall and rise, people counseled resilience, something that was “so conveniently vacant that it manages to be profound and profoundly hollow.” Yet, she noted, resilience was “indistinguishable from classic American bootstrap logic when it is applied to individuals, placing all the burden of success and failure on a person’s character.” As Alia Kohn perceptively noted in a Washington Post op-ed, “the more we focus on levels of grit (or self-discipline more generally), the less likely we’ll be to question larger policies and institutions.”

SPIRITUALITY AND RELIGION

In developing the Comprehensive Soldier Fitness Program, the Pentagon and Seligman recruited Ken Pargament to work on how to enhance resilience through spirituality. We have already met Pargament as the author of the 1997 The Psychology of Religion and Coping: Theory, Research, and Practice. His work marked a major turning point in the discussions of the connection between religion and happiness, a marker of the increasing acknowledgment of the importance of religion in American public life. Robert Emmons had reported in 1995 that despite their claims that they studied the whole person, psychologists failed to pay significant attention to the roles of religion and spirituality in people’s lives, a trend Pargament’s work now reversed, with support of the Templeton Foundation playing a key role.

Indeed, Sir John Templeton wrote the foreword to the 2002 Handbook of Positive Psychology. He predicted that in the future those who contributed to this volume “will be recognized as visionary leaders, whose research helped to identify, elevate, and celebrate the creative potential of the human spirit.” He looked forward to when “a group of scientists will publish findings that will advance humankind’s understanding of a spiritual principle that had been at the core of my own life’s purpose: agape love,” since with unconditional love, unlike with money, the more “we give away, the more we have left.”

Often without being very specific about which faith traditions mattered, researchers increasingly showed that religion and spirituality improved the quality of life and extended longevity. Of the Mount Rushmore five, Sonja Lyubomirsky offered the fullest and most nuanced discussions of the relationships between happiness and religion and/or spirituality. Although it was impossible to investigate God in the lab or quantify sacredness, she noted in a way that reflected what William James might have said, researchers could explore “the consequences of having religious beliefs.” Studies demonstrated that religious people lived happier and healthier lives and were better able to recover from traumas. She considered but in the end rejected a commonly held assumption that the benefits of religion had “nothing to do with the substance of their religious and spiritual beliefs” but more with the social support that religious affiliations provided. She insisted on the importance of “the one ‘ultimate’ supportive relationship for many religious individuals, one that doesn’t require any formal participation in religious services or programs, and that is their relationship to God”—one that provided comfort and enhanced self-esteem. In addition, your sense that God has a purpose in everything helps you find meaning in ordinary life events as well as traumatic ones.” Although she distinguished between religion and spirituality, she concluded that the benefits from the two approaches were basically the same. She raised the possibility that some religious traditions (such as those that envisioned a punishing God or fostered prejudice) were harmful but concluded that the results of specific studies were “not very generalizable to today’s diversity of views, indicating that the vast majority of religious and spiritual individuals are more likely to be inclusive, compassionate, and open-minded than the reverse.”

The relationship between Buddhism and happiness deserves special note. After 1998, there was little new under the sun that earlier shone on Buddhism and meditation, except for two important changes. The scientific evidence for the positive health benefits of meditation, first reported in Herbert Benson’s 1975 Relaxation Response, now accumulated dramatically. Second, and not unrelated, the relationships between Buddhism, mindfulness, and happiness garnered immense popular attention, at least equal to if not more so than any connection to Protestantism or Roman Catholicism.

Ironically, given how prominent a role Jews have played in positive psychology, scholars in that field have written remarkably little on Jews and happiness. There are scores of books on happiness by Protestant ministers, some of whom doubled as psychologists, few if any by Roman Catholics, priests, and few by rabbis. That may be changing. Recently, rabbis and other Jews have indeed focused on this topic, pointing out that although often problematic stereotypes allege that Jews are known for kibbutzim and anxiety, positive psychology shares and perhaps draws on much that is central to Judaism, including Tsedakah (the religious obligation to be righteously charitable), Tikun Olam (to heal the world), the importance of social connections that a community provides, resilience in the face of adversity, or the joyful rituals such as Simchat Torah (the celebration of the conclusion of a cycle of Torah readings). With further research, we may come to understand the conflict in visions of well-being between Judaism’s communitarian commitments and Protestantism’s individualistic ones. Yet the connections between Jews, Judaism, and happiness has remained understudied. At least two factors may be at work involving how Jews drew on
religious traditions other than Judaism. A significant number of Jewish Buddhists (aka Jewbus or Jubes) have been major figures in both American Buddhism and happiness studies—Jon Kabat-Zinn, Jeffrey R. Rubin, Rodger Kamenetz, Jack Kornfield, Sylvia Boorstein, Herbert Benson, Richard J. Davidson, Alan Getts, and Daniel Goleman come immediately to mind. However, Jewish writers learned to write and speak in Christian terms. For example, the words of David Brooks in The Road to Character of sin and redemption more likely echo the Protestantism of the Episcopal Grace Church School that he attended as a child and the findings of positive psychology he has explored than expressions of the Jewish faith of his ancestors.\footnote{31

Overall, positive psychologists fudged or avoided all sorts of issues concerning religion and spirituality. Just as they and others watered down Buddhism to make it acceptable to mainstream Americans, so too and more generally they homogenized American religion. Terms like religiousness, religion, and spirituality seemed interchangeable. Most writers remained skeptical of any connection with a specific theology or view of God. They papered over or significantly avoided discussion of traditional struggles within American religious traditions. Protestantism especially—whether God was vengeful or kindly, whether or how humans could be damned or saved, whether or not a sinful life confined people to Hell. They did not vigorously follow up on suggestions of the differences between healthy and unhealthy religious experiences or connections. Notably, positive psychology came of age when a major restructuring of American religious traditions was well under way, when once central ones (for example, Presbyterianism, Irish Roman Catholicism, and Conservative Judaism) were challenged by once peripheral ones (Mormonism, Pentecostalism, Latino Roman Catholicism, Orthodox Judaism, and Buddhism). Yet reading what positive psychologists have written offers few insights into and little specificity about such changes.\footnote{29

Several ironies marked the explorations of the connections between religion/spirituality and happiness after 1998, when experimenters and writers intensified their interest in the positive impact of religion on people’s sense of well-being. First, such considerations began not with mainstream American faith traditions but with Buddhism.\footnote{36 Remember that in 1984 Diener concluded that the evidence of the impact of religion on subjective well-being was far from clear. Yet by then Herbert Benson had written The Relaxation Response and Jon Kabat-Zinn had already established the Stress Reduction Clinic at University of Massachusetts Medical School, both of which combined Buddhism and science. Thus focus on how Western religions enhanced happiness came late to the table. Second, despite the presence of so many Jews among positive psychologists—Martin Seligman, Tal Ben-Shahar, Daniel Gilbert, Daniel Kahneman, Richard J. Davidson, Sonja Lyubomirska, and Jonathan Haidt, to name a few—most of the research has focused on liberal American Protestantism; indeed, it may be that Jewish writers, often known for their angst, have marked their assimilation into American culture by embracing a certain Protestant vision of the world. Third, just as the incorporation of Buddhism into happiness studies involved a watering down of practice and beliefs, so too went the inclusion of Western religions. Positive psychologists talked of vague religious commitments or an even vaguer spirituality. Finally, it remained unclear whether religious practices and beliefs, as opposed to sociability and organizational life, were responsible for enhanced satisfaction with life. Thus a Time reporter noted in 2005 that “religious faith seems to genuinely lift the spirit, though it’s tough to tell whether it’s the God part or the community aspect that does the heavy lifting.”

SCIENCE AND HAPPINESS

 Debates over whether traits and characteristics are biologically or socially constructed commanded considerable attention among scientists in the second half of the twentieth century. “If there has been a general trend in the human sciences over the past two or three decades,” the historian Joel Isaac wrote in 2012, in a way that helps us understand changes in positive psychology, “it has centered on the increasing influence of biological forms of explanation—most notably the alliance of evolutionary accounts of human psychology with experimental work in the neurosciences.”\footnote{32 As we have already seen in the work of Richard J. Davidson, Carol D. Ryff, and others from before 1998, that year was no magic marking point in the application of science to the study of happiness. Nonetheless, several things are notable for the very late twentieth century and the first decade and a half of the twenty-first. As scientific advances relevant to the study of subjective well-being intensified, writers more fully integrated scientific discoveries into their more general treatments. And popularizers offered research findings to a wide audience, even as researchers warned that their work had only begun and it was too early to draw certain conclusions or confidently make applications. At moments, researchers involved in positive psychology, nervous about scientific explanations of how the mind operates and sensitive to suspicion among other scientists that positive psychology was not scientific enough, had more serious reservations about how rigorous were the bases of conclusions. As one noted in 2009 in response to books by Matthieu Ricard and Eckhart Tolle, ‘they should not be treated with any credibility. They advocate an image of the human
condition and well-being that is not based on a good and scientific understanding of human nature. 33

If by and large before 1998 summaries of the field had not fully integrated scientific findings, this changed considerably soon after. 34 An examination of writings by the Mount Rushmore five and other synthesizers reveals a consensus on the connections among science, health, and well-being. Fredrickson, like many researchers into emotions, relied on an emphasis on nature rather than nurture, as she invoked evolutionary biology to support her broaden-and-build theory. Over time our ancestors’ “sparkle of good feelings” worked through natural selection to strengthen their positivity, making them “better prepared to survive future threats to life and limb.” 33 If the Darwinian theory of natural selection was difficult to explore in a laboratory, the same was not true of other key elements of the scientific connection between well-being and health. The use of EEG revealed that for happy people there was a connection between positive emotions and the brain’s left prefrontal cortex. 35 The use of the fMRI provided evidence that was even more central to the neuroscience of happiness, despite how new and controversial it was. 37 Available by the mid-1990s, in the early twenty-first century this kind of neuroimaging became the gold standard for exploring the connections between positive well-being and the brain. Indeed, a grant of almost $6 million from the Templeton Foundation enabled Seligman to establish a Positive Neuroscience Project at Penn’s Positive Psychology Center.

Initially researchers returned to the work that Robert Heath and James Olds had done in the 1950s using electrodes on the brain to enhance pleasure, only to discover that the neuroscience of pleasure, though still promising, was more elusive and complicated than earlier assumed. 38 Over time, if there was one focal point that commanded ample attention, it was the nexus between happiness and neuroscience, explored by positron emission tomography (PET) scans, EEG, and fMRI, and practiced by mindful meditation. In a 2007 booklet on fMRI, the American Psychological Association reported that Davidson’s studies revealed that “meditation can help the brain learn to flex its happiness muscles.” Studying Buddhist monks from Tibet and using a problematic analogy what the APA called “the Olympic athletes of meditation,” he and his colleagues revealed that meditation promoted “increased activity in a region of the brain associated with joy. But you don’t have to spend decades in meditation to see effects. Even the control group—total beginners—saw changes in their brain activation. In short, you can improve your ability to be happy just like you can improve your tennis backhand or your golf swing.” 39

In the early twenty-first century, Davidson, whose work on the relationship between the brain and happiness had begun in the 1970s, emerged as the key figure in the neuroscience of happiness. In 2005, Time magazine exuberantly reported on his work under the title “Health: The Biology of Joy.” “Known by his colleagues as the king of happiness research,” the Time reporter remarked, in 2000 Davidson had noticed a Buddhist monk in his lab “sink deep into serene meditation” and, with electrodes attached to his skull, produce “electrical activity in the left prefrontal lobe” of his brain “shooting up at a tremendous rate.” What Davidson witnessed made clear “that happiness isn’t just a vague, ineffable feeling; it’s a physical state of the brain— one that you can induce deliberately.” 40

Although much remained to be determined, such as what happiness meant scientifically and how the neuroscience of happiness operated, much was becoming more extensively explored. Studies using fMRI and EEGs helped locate the principal locus of happiness in the left prefrontal cortex. Researchers emphasized the importance of genetic predispositions to levels of happiness, the significance of a balance between negativity and positivity, and the likely role of neurotransmitters (especially dopamine and serotonin). “People with a sensitive version of the receptor that accepts dopamine,” Time reported, “tend to have better moods, and researchers are actively studying the relationship of dopamine levels to feelings of euphoria and depression.” Yet Davidson and others explored whether neuroplasticity meant that the happiness set point was not fixed, that mental activity could actually increase happiness long term. 41

Davidson’s career recapitulates the history of the relationships between happiness studies, science, and Eastern religions. He entered Harvard graduate school in psychology in 1972 when behaviorism was prominent; indeed, he had an awkward conversation with B. F. Skinner in, of all possibly significant places, an elevator in William James Hall. Determined to study the neurological basis of emotions, among what inspired him was the model David McClelland provided of “one foot very successfully planted in the world of academic psychology and one in the world of spiritual transcendence.” In graduate school he carried out a key experiment that made clear that the left and right prefrontal cortices were connected to positive and negative emotions, respectively. In the same years, he encountered key figures who would serve as models of how to connect science and spirituality: not only Ram Das and Jon Kabat-Zinn, but also Daniel Goleman, with whom in graduate school Davidson began research on meditation. Learning how to meditate in 1974, during decades of professional achievement he nonetheless kept the academic and meditative aspects of his life separate because senior colleagues warned him that focusing his research on meditation would call his professionalism into question. 42

That began to change when in 1992 he met the Dalai Lama, who facilitated introductions to long-term expert meditators in Dharamsala.
India, in order to see if such mental activity changed the brain. The Tibetan monks, skeptical of science and used to solitude, made carrying out the studies difficult, but Davidson and others persisted, aware that the Dalai Lama was open to science. Then in 2001 the French molecular geneticist turned master meditator Matthieu Ricard came to Davidson's lab, and with the Dalai Lama on hand, Davidson placed 256 sensors on Ricard's scalp to reveal "that engaging in specific forms of meditation, known as compassionate or loving-kindness meditation, evokes dramatic changes in brain function that our tools could measure" (Figure 7.1). That was the moment, Davidson later wrote, when "the field of contemplative neuroscience had just been born." Over time Davidson proved that the Tibetan monks who had practiced meditation the longest and most intensely possessed the most favorable left-right ratio for the pre-frontal cortex, a ratio that increased the more they meditated. This made them, some claimed, among the happiest people on earth.43

In his 2012 The Emotional Life of Your Brain: How Its Unique Patterns Affect the Way You Think, Feel, and Live—and How You Can Change Them, written with science journalist Sharon Begley, Davidson melded the findings of hard science with key elements drawn from popular how-to books. His investigations led him to emphasize the concept of neuroplasticity, the ability of the brain "to change its structure and function in significant ways... in response to the experiences we have as well as the thoughts we think." Neuroplasticity was a tremendously important breakthrough in understanding the brain and its relationship to the mind. A science writer remarked that "the power of neuroplasticity to transform the emotional brain opens up new worlds of possibility," including how we have "the capacity to willfully direct which functions will flower... which moral capacities emerge... which emotions flourish." Davidson explored how mental training, achieved principally through meditation, could "alter patterns of activity in the brain to strengthen empathy, compassion, optimism, and a sense of well-being."44

Linking neuroscience and his long-standing experience with meditation, and providing questionnaires and exercises that would enable readers to benefit from practicing it, Davidson remarked that he hoped his book would help people transform their lives, as it had done his. "You can modify your Emotional Style," he told readers, "to improve your resilience, social intuition, sensitivity to your own internal emotional and psychological states, coping mechanisms, attention, and sense of well-being." The benefits of mindfulness were abundant. Not only did it help build compassion, focus, resilience, positivity, and social intuition, it also promoted healthful well-being, resulting in greater resistance to illnesses and longer lives. At the end of his book Davidson talked directly to his readers, telling them that he hoped what he wrote helped them see "that who you are today does not need to be who you are tomorrow, but that emotional style is ours for the creating. Emotions," he insisted, "help us appreciate others and the world around us; they make life meaningful and fulfilling. May each and every one of you flourish in your well-being and help others to do the same."45

Davidson's book was part of an outpouring of work in the early twenty-first century on the relationships between neuroscience and well-being. The findings and recommendations appeared in varied genres—from cautious scholarly articles announcing new experimental findings, to books that summarized findings in sober and often technical terms, to books (like Davidson's) aimed at popular audiences, to how-to offerings that sometimes claimed more than evidence allowed.46

Davidson's work captured what had emerged by 2010 as a consensus among neuroscientists about the relationship between the brain and positive emotions, a consensus often shaped by the links between brain science and Buddhism. Writers worked to distinguish between hokum that could exaggerate the power of the mind over the body and scientific studies that
offered a more careful assessment. New technologies, especially PET and fMRI, made possible what two scholars have called the “neuromolecular gaze”—the ability to visualize not only the brain but also how it functioned in ways that enhanced our understanding of emotions. There was no one part of the brain linked to pleasure, researchers discovered; rather, the connection involves a complicated set of regions and processes. Research made available a wide range of interventions; with training, it is possible for individuals to use their mind and emotions to change their brains. As Daniel Goleman remarked in the preface to a book by a leading science journalist, scientific investigations suggested that there may well be “a two-way street of causality, with systematic mental activity resulting in changes in the very structure of the brain.” Research into how the brain works supposedly revealed that happiness goes along with social connections and a strengthened immune system. Every brain, scientists agreed, is different, in part because every person has a different genetic makeup. Still, all brains were capable of growth and change, making it possible to train the brain to make it, and ourselves, more open to positive thoughts and feelings. Neuroscience confirmed much of what positive psychologists had long emphasized: the importance of getting off the status-driven hedonic treadmill and minimizing the power of social comparisons and of having commitments or interests larger than the self, especially through social connections, religion, or the experience of nature.

For many writers, brain science revealed an inseparable connection between Eastern religions and meditation. Richard O’Connor, a therapist who acknowledged that he had suffered from clinical depression, insisted that “practicing mindfulness regularly is our best hope at resetting the happiness thermostat.” Many positive psychologists preferred meditation to drugs, both because the evidence for meditation’s beneficial effects was so strong and because drugs based on new findings by neuroscientists were not fully developed, were illegal, or had problematic side effects, including addiction.

Researchers also explored the connection between positive psychology and favorable health outcomes. Sheldon Cohen and his colleagues carried out a key experiment (see Chapter 6). Based on this and other studies, the 2005 Time article reported that “people who rate in the upper reaches of happiness on psychological tests develop about 50% more antibodies than average in response to flu vaccines” and “that happiness or related mental states like helpfulness, optimism and contentment appear to reduce the risk or limit the severity of cardiovascular disease, pulmonary disease, diabetes, hypertension, colds and upper-respiratory infections as well.” Similarly, a Dutch study whose certain conclusions seemed exaggerated revealed that “unbeat mental states reduced an individual’s risk of death 50% over the study’s nine-year duration,” while other investigations revealed the people with greater subjective well-being became ill less frequently, recovered more quickly, and often had longer lives.

The jacket of a learned book aimed at a popular audience in 2007 summarized what neuroscientists had concluded. “Cutting-edge science and the ancient wisdom of Buddhism have come together to show how we all have the power to literally change our brains by changing our minds,” remarked the publicist for Sharon Begley’s Train Your Mind, Change Your Brain: How a New Science Reveals Our Extraordinary Potential to Transform Ourselves. Yet careful scientific researchers worried that, as the British behavioral scientist Daniel Nettle put it, the promise of increased happiness, by promoting “a plethora of therapies, alternative therapies, herbal products, alternative herbal products, spiritual systems, alternative systems,” involved excessive “quackery and charlatanism.” Too many self-help books and “self-administered therapies,” he cautioned, seemed “to suggest that we can all become supermen and women, with no problems, perfect happiness, and limitless wealth and energy.” In contrast, he had to admit that through therapy (especially cognitive behavioral therapy and pleasant activities training) or meditation, “happiness can be deliberately manipulated, with measurable if modest effects.”

The serious, scientifically based study of the brain and happiness at times opened the gates to popular renditions that promised transformative changes. O’Connor wrote that “if you will seriously work on happiness for three months, you’ll have a different brain, be a different person.” John Medina, a developmental molecular biologist, insisted that “aerobic exercise just twice a week halves your risk of general dementia” and reduces “your risk of Alzheimer’s by 60 percent.” Two scientists offered a book that showed how to activate brain states, which would “give you the ability to gradually rewire your own brain—from the inside out—for greater well-being, fulfillment in your relationships, and inner peace.” Others touted the social benefits of what brain science revealed. In Social Intelligence (2008), Daniel Goleman claimed that “neuroscience has discovered that our brain’s very design makes it sociable, inexorably drawn into an intimate brain-to-brain linkup whenever we engage with another person. That neural bridge lets us affect the brain—and so the body—of everyone we interact with, just as they do us.” In Your Money and Your Brain: How the New Science of Neuroeconomics Can Help Make You Rich (2007), Money magazine writer Jason Zweig reported on one implication of Davidson’s work. Having more activity in the left prefrontal cortex, he remarked, meant “it’s almost as if this area is a source of internal sunshine for the mind,” which meant, among other things, that people who had such capacity were better investors. Understanding what neuroscience revealed about how we make
investment decisions, he claimed, would provide investors with “financial peace of mind”—and greater wealth. This was one example—common among popularizers but not infrequent among scholars who wrote about neuroscience—of how conclusions and applications could outpace scientific findings.41

HAPPINESS INTERNATIONALLY

Positive psychologists responded to globalization of the economy and of intellectual life in several different and often conflicting ways. Where they faltered was in grappling with the ways cultural differences across national boundaries influenced the understanding of happiness. Part of the reason was their failure to incorporate insights and methods from anthropology. From early on positive psychologists had talked of integrating the social sciences with the behavioral ones. Economics had joined the fray, with consideration from public policy specialists coming along later. Yet by and large sociology and anthropology had remained on the sidelines.22 The result, especially true with the absence of anthropology, was that on issues such as defining and measuring happiness, distinctive cultural perspectives often remained unexplored and by and large Western values—or, as someone inventively remarked, the perspectives of the WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic)—reigned. There was at least one important issue on which cultural differences received significant attention. Researchers explored how the distinction between the individualism of Western societies and the collectivism of Eastern ones shaped notions of self-esteem, identity, motivation, and subjective well-being.32

After 1998 other international dimensions of positive psychology received markedly greater attention. New efforts built on earlier ones. In the United States surveys had appeared in the 1950s. Early on the scene was the World Data Base of Happiness, developed by Ruut Veenhoven decades before Seligman’s 1998 presidential address. Then came the European Commission’s Eurobarometer, launched in 1973; the European Values Study and the World Values Survey, both originating in 1981; and the Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey, which emerged shortly after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Beginning in the late 1990s, data collection spread, moving beyond developed nations to developing and even stagnant or deeply troubled ones. The Latinobarometro Survey appeared in 1996 and the Afrobarometer Survey in 1999. A handful of scholars collected data where one might normally expect to find little happiness, such as in war-torn Afghanistan, among the homeless in America, and on the streets of Calcutta. Initiated in 2005, the Gallup World Poll now covers 160 nations and 98 percent of the world’s adults. These databases made possible the study of a host of issues, among which happiness was only one and even then sometimes indirectly.44

The connection between public policy and happiness across national borders was a related issue that received increasing attention in the early twenty-first century. Decades before, in 1972, the Kingdom of Bhutan had relied on a Buddhist outlook to replace the Gross Domestic Product with Gross National Happiness as a measure of a country’s well-being. In the early twenty-first century international organizations, national governments in the developed and developing world, and even some cities proposed or developed happiness or well-being indices as a way of informing public policy.46 The political and ideological implications of a shift from GDP to some measure of happiness or well-being varied, with no one perspective dominating. For many, the change emerged from consideration of the Easterlin Paradox—that after the achievement of a certain level of wealth, additional income or economic growth yielded few or diminishing increments of pleasure. Many who embraced well-being as a measure supported commitments to improve the environment; reduce inequalities of wealth, education, and income; and look at an economy less from on high than from a household level. As the authors of the United Nations report remarked, “rising incomes—beyond ensuring the fulfillment of essential needs—do not necessarily increase well-being much further.” Rather, they commented, “surveys have indicated that an overall sense of security, including job security, strong family and friendship networks, as well as freedom of expression and other factors, strongly impact people’s well-being.”46

In some cases, social scientists from the left provided the key arguments, such as was true with the French report commissioned by President Nicolas Sarkozy and authored by Joseph E. Stiglitz, Amartya Sen, and Jean-Paul Fitoussi. Formed in 2008 and its report issued a year later, the Commission on the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress remarked that standard economic data “did not alert us that the seemingly bright growth performance of the world economy between 2004 and 2007 may have been achieved at the expense of future growth.” The report urged governments to focus on issues, many of which were irrelevant to a concentration on GDP but central to the anti-materialist strain among positive psychologists and others: environmental sustainability, inequalities of wealth and income, and well-being experienced at the household level.47

Yet it is hard to escape the conclusion that in some cases sponsors and consumers of government policy based on happiness had in mind more conservative purposes. For authoritarian leaders like the King of Bhutan,
a focus on happiness took attention away from a lack of democracy and civil liberties. For nations struggling to develop economically in ways that reflected Western experiences, concentrating on well-being could undermine pleasures, such as traditional patterns of kinship or religion, that modernization might threaten. And for those on the right in developed nations, like Prime Minister David Cameron, an emphasis on happiness kept attention away from the failures of markets to provide economic justice and environmental protections. For example, Cameron used a concentration on happiness to argue against state control of the economy and for locally focused volunteerism, a Big Society rather than a Big Government. “A bigger, stronger more active society,” Cameron remarked in 2011, “involves something of a revolt against the top-down, statist approach.” Or as an op-ed writer in the New York Times commented in 2014, “if we may all be equally happy, irrespective of our circumstances, then that would equip conservative politicians “with a convenient excuse to stop looking at structural issues like class, social and economic inequality or poverty.”

Correlating GNP with happiness or satisfaction with life leads to suggestive but not always indisputable conclusions. A chart exploring levels of reported well-being with national wealth per person offers one telling perspective. Most of the nations where citizens report the highest degrees of satisfaction are in Northern Europe. The United States, with the highest GDP per capita, is not the happiest nation. Some relatively wealthy nations, such as France or Japan, do not report levels of personal satisfaction commensurate with their affluence. In contrast, others, such as the Philippines or Nigeria, display a sense of well-being one might not simplistically expect given their relatively lack of prosperity.

The 2013 United Nations–sponsored World Happiness Report revealed similar dimensions of international comparisons, ones whose ironies and complications remind us not to put too much faith in the conclusions drawn from the data (Figure 7.2). As usual, Denmark, Norway, Switzerland, and the Netherlands ranked highest, with sub-Saharan nations such as Benin and Togo at the bottom. Out of 156 nations surveyed, the United States ranked 17th, just behind Mexico. Overall, some indicators were more important than per capita GDP: the extensiveness of social connections, generosity, and perceptions of corruption. Researchers offered vitally important observations when they emphasized the strength of the safety net, social welfare policies, social trust, and relatively equal income distribution as factors, often more important than affluence—which help account for why some European nations outranked America. Or as one science writer put it, “a civic sense, social equality, and control over our own lives constitute the magic triangle of well-being in society.” To many astute but perhaps unnecessarily optimistic observers, the policy implications of international happiness comparisons were clear. Since constantly increasing growth in GDP does not produce significantly greater happiness in developed nations, the goal of public policy should shift to the promotion, as two writers advocated, of “the good things of life” such as friendship, health, respect, and leisure.

POLITICAL IDEOLOGY AND OF POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

Positive psychologists hold varied, albeit patterned political positions. Although there are both exceptions and some signs of change, the most common stance, consonant with the personalism of psychology, emphasizes that change comes from individual transformations and that enhancing the individual’s sense of well-being will help improve society. Such promises have several major characteristics. When they offer examples, scholars most often focus on the impact that happiness has on a series of increasingly important concentric circles, beginning with one’s friends and family. They can be vague when it comes to the connection between
the personal and broader social worlds. Thus in a widely used textbook in the field, the authors defined "collectivism" in a way that no good socialist or communitarian might, as occurring "when the average person in a society is disposed to group interdependence." Assuming as they do that social change comes from an individual or small group, there is among many positive psychologists remarkably little emphasis on collective action, social movements, or government interventions for social welfare. Seligman spelled out one dimension of this when he remarked that changing external circumstances, such as poverty, "is usually impractical and expensive." If external circumstances such as affluence accounted for only 10 percent of subjective well-being, then happiness enhancement came not from social change but from individual transformation.

This had come home to me when, at the beginning of the course I audited on "The Science of Happiness," I encountered a popular online questionnaire designed to indicate how satisfied I was with my life. Similar limitations emerged in an examination of the other major survey method—one developed by Martin Seligman and examined in Norbert Schwarz and Fritz Strack's 2003 "Reports of Subjective Well-Being: Judgmental Processes and Their Methodological Implications." Here the search was for what the survey called "Authentic Happiness." Once more, a respondent self-reports using an online survey, and the result is an assessment that comes from "The VIA Survey of Character Strengths." These strengths range widely and include hope, spirituality, caution, perseverance, capacity to love and be loved, and open-mindedness. At least six of the twenty-four strengths might conceivably touch on a person's social and political commitments—"fairness, equity, and justice," "kindness and generosity," "curiosity and interest in the world," "social intelligence," "leadership" and "citizenship, teamwork, and loyalty." Yet when I looked at the questions and categories, I found an emphasis on small-scale interaction rather than political or social engagement with a wider world. Kindness and generosity covered one's ability to do good deeds for others, even if you do not know them well. Curiosity about the world captures how extensive your interest is, without giving any sense of what that "world" comprises. "Social intelligence," we learn, contains your awareness "of the motives and feelings of other people. You know what to do to fit in to different social situations, and you know what to do to put others at ease." "Fairness, equity, and justice" means "treating all people fairly," not letting "your personal feelings bias your decisions about other people," and giving "everyone a chance." The 240 questions reinforce this individualistic and small-group focus. For example, the questionnaire asks whether you ever deliberately hurt anyone or whether you have a "broad outlook on what is going on." Similarly, the survey asks whether "it is important to me that I live in a world of beauty," but not how important it is to live in a peaceful, more egalitarian, or more environmentally safe world.

In the writings of leading positive psychologists, we can also see the vague promises of social change stemming from increases in individual happiness. From the outset, leading figures in the field promised to focus on institutions that fostered positivity, and over time a tremendous amount of research and consulting did indeed go into such efforts, at corporations and schools especially. Yet characteristically in their writings, major figures in the field were vague when it came to offering a capacious and specific social vision. For example, in a typical passage Fredrickson wrote of how positivity involved more than enhancing personal happiness. "Beyond feeling good," she insisted, people were "also doing good—adding value to the world" by being "highly engaged with their families, work, and communities." Positivity, she insisted, required "transcending self-interest enough to share and celebrate goodness in others and in the natural world." Yet her book offered no suggestions about the implications of such transcendence for political or social change. Moreover, like others who wrote in a way that discouraged working for comprehensive social transformations, she cautioned that flourishing "need not imply grand or grandiose actions." Similarly, Seligman talked of how "the Meaningful Life consists in belonging to and serving something that you believe is bigger than the self, and humanity creates all the positive institutions to allow this: religion, political party, being green, the Boy Scouts, or the family." Yet he offered readers little or no guidance of how to connect individual and social flourishing.

Moreover, there is evidence that mainstream positive psychology resonates with cultural conservatism, especially among those who emphasize tough character traits more than empathic or compassionate ones, adopting as they do the harsher aspects of the Protestant work ethic. Here there was some resemblance between people in the field and neoconservatives who, beginning in the late 1960s, disparaged what they saw as excessive self-expression and stood in an antagonistic relationship to emerging social movements of women and African Americans. Seligman's emphasis on how the choice of character over personality as a counter to relativism and postmodernism dovetails with cultural conservatism. In the section on character in Flourish, he remarked that while "I do not remotely advocate giving up on reform" that would undo "malignant circumstances," research in positive psychology made clear that interventions that involved "identifying and then shaping character" were centrally important. To him, self-control and grit were more important and effective than political engagement.
Near the end of *Flourish* Seligman differentiated between the criticisms of life in the West in the early twenty-first century and what he called “New Prosperity.” He wrote that “history, in the hands of postmodernists, is taught as ‘one damn thing after another.’” In contrast, he underscored that North America, Western Europe, Japan, and Australia were “at a Florentine moment: rich, at peace, enough food, health, and harmony.” For him, history was “the account of human progress,” uneven to be sure but “nevertheless upward.” The postwar world had seen the vanquishing of fascism and communism, the feeding of billions of people, the securing of “universal education and universal medical care,” a five-fold increase in purchasing power, an extension of life expectancy, and “huge inroads into racial, sexual, and ethnic injustice. The age of the tyrant,” he concluded, “is coming to an end, and the age of democracy has taken firm root.” Of course, it is not hard to construct an opposing picture of recent developments, one that would emphasize the failure of the Arab Spring, growing hostility to outsider, the prevalence of homelessness or drug addiction, the rise of ISIS, the refugee crisis, the persistence of poverty in America, the anger of white working-class men, mass incarceration, and the growing gap between the very rich and the rest of us.

Consequently, the historical vision of positive psychologists, one that was often implicit, was optimistic. For example, Seligman believes that positive psychology developed when it did because by the early twenty-first century suffering in the world had diminished significantly while affluence had increased. It is possible to counter or qualify such a perspective with several arguments. As Seligman himself predicted in his 1998 address, “the warfare the world faces in the next century will be ethnic in its roots and hatreds” with “the destruction of whole communities and the ongoing problems of refugees and human rights abuse” amplifying these problems. Although there are signs of hope, the failure of the Arab Spring, the continuing and violent turmoil in the Middle East, to say nothing of gun violence, personal depression, and the threat of a nuclear war or a supervirus, reminds us that suffering persists in much of the world. Moreover, the argument about the predominance of affluence correctly points to the hundreds of millions of people who have entered the middle class in recent years; yet in the West and especially in the United States, prosperity was prevalent during much of the postwar world, well before positive psychology emerged. Instead we might look elsewhere for a historical explanation of the emergence and spread of positive psychology. It is possible that positive psychology emerged when it did not because the world was getting better but because there was a disjuncture between people’s optimistic expectations and more complicated, often depressing individual and social

---

**POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY AND NEOLIBERALISM**

In important ways psychology reflected aspects of neoliberalism, which, like positive psychology's scholarship, came to increasing prominence in the 1980s and 1990s. We are familiar with the role neoliberalism has played in economics and public policy, but we can also see how many positive psychologists also reflect its importance. The emergence of positive psychology is a specific moment in a longer story of how Americans (and others) responded to affluence and consumer culture, often by realizing that there was something more to life than a seemingly unending pursuit of happiness through materialism. However, the more specific seedbed is the rise of neoliberalism amidst a period of economic transformations and turmoil. Unfortunately, we do not have systematic studies of the social location of proponents and consumers of positive psychology to make firm judgments, though my best guess is that both groups occupy positions of relative social privilege defined by race, income, and education.

Neoliberalism involves self-government by the individual rather than the exercise of government power at the same time that it fosters government of the self by corporate capitalism's old and new cultural agencies. In the face of political deadlock and disenchantment with politics, it promises spheres of action where individuals operate effectively. Neoliberalism celebrates markets, competition, entrepreneurship, and freedom as opposed to centralized controls and forms of collective action; weakens the welfare state's social safety net; embraces the benefits of technological transformations and globalized free trade; and emphasizes voluntary organizations. Among many neoliberals, the business corporation, and not labor unions or the government, is the nation's central institution. The sociologist Sam Binkley captured one consequence of these tendencies when he noted that “taking the market as a model for social conduct in all realms of life,” neoliberalism “sets out to reinvent all social relations as market relations, and to remake individuals as market actors—profit maximizing, calculating, self-interested individuals for whom every relation is conceived as an enterprise.” Characteristically, there is remarkably little to no research on whether participating in a labor union or organized social movement affects a person's happiness.

One link between positive psychology and neoliberalism came in the emphasis on psychological wealth as a way of measuring happiness, one example of the use of an economic term to describe something not usually seen as primarily economic. Lyubomirsky underscored another aspect of the connection between external conditions and the field's development when she speculated that happiness had emerged as a "hot topic...a symptom, per chance, of the Western twenty-first century individualistic zeitgeist."
Diener and Biswas-Diener, who spoke of “Psychological Wealth: The Balanced Portfolio,” captured other implications of this relationship when they reported on studies that showed how in some circumstances money could buy happiness. “It might not seem fair,” they wrote in 2008, “that some folks have not only big bucks but more happiness as well; but rather than begrudging folks for their good fortune,” they continued in a way that went against what some others had identified as the risks of upward social comparison, “consider how money can boost happiness.” Therefore, “the research linking money to happiness need not be an emotional death sentence for less affluent people,” because they noted, some homeless people “were actually faring well in terms of happiness.” Similarly, Emmons had written of “emotional prosperity.” Yet even among those closely involved with the development of positive psychology, there were those who critiqued key aspects of neoliberalism. From what I can gather, among prominent positive psychologists, Csikszentmihalyi is the one who has offered a critique of neoliberalism. In his Good Business, he remarked that “the most important functions of the society, which used to be relatively independent of the market, have now become servants of Wall Street,” questioned the assumption that “happiness would be provided by the market,” and called for a more direct confrontation with “the consequences of a purely market-driven view of the world.” Another case in point is Barry Schwartz, who was present near the creation of the field and has worked closely with Seligman on a number of projects. He has criticized the excesses of free markets and consumer culture for undermining the pursuit of happiness—and hailed consumer education, government regulation, and religious commitments as ways of countering market excess.

At a time when vast sectors of the broad middle range of Americans experienced tough times, the hope that they could avoid a consequential “death sentence” might serve as reassurance. The rise and growth of positive psychology occurred at a time when in the United States labor unions weakened, incomes for the vast majority of people stagnated, social welfare programs were cut, life-long marriages and jobs became rarer, and a very small percentage of wealthy people benefited disproportionately from increases in income and assets. For tens of millions of Americans, downsizing, outsourcing, the shift of retirement policies from defined benefit to defined contribution, and the spread of contingent labor arrangements powerfully undermined security. The focus on the question of whether money could buy happiness often meant that other economic issues, especially economic insecurities, got short shrift. In such contexts some observers could interpret the findings of positive psychologists in a reassuring manner. Since incomes in excess of $70,000 supposedly brought little or small increases in happiness, there was nothing to gain from being envious of the wealthy. albeit plenty to lament about the plight of the poor. An emphasis on accepting one's external lot in life (which after all accounted for only 10 percent of one's sense of well-being) and working to enhance one's individual happiness within the context of the givenness of externalities offered the best chance for a better, happier lot.

Yet it would be wrong to insist on a connection between positive psychology and any single set of political commitments. After all, empirical studies pointed in multiple directions. If the recognition that an income above a certain level suggested the futility of envy, it also pointed in the direction of increasing Gross Domestic Happiness by shifting economic policy from economic growth to taxation of the wealthy and to accepting more inflation in exchange for less unemployment.8 Similarly, international comparisons could be construed as offering support to social democracy rather than neoliberal capitalism: after all, nations like Sweden and the Netherlands—with strong social programs, relatively equitable distribution of wealth and income, and heavy taxation—provided greater levels of happiness than obtained in the United States, with its relatively weak social safety net, lack of social trust, more inequitable distribution of wealth and income, and lower levels of taxation. Moreover, a relatively wealthy France and a relatively poor Mexico had roughly the same levels of happiness. As the subtitle of a 2010 book explained, there was a “Paradox of Happy Peasants and Miserable Millionaires.” In the end, despite the dramatic growth of economists' interest in happiness, major issues—concerning definitions, research methods, and policy implications—remain unresolved.

Critics point to evidence that liberals and leftists dominate the field of social psychology, but within positive psychology the situation is more complicated.80 Indeed, it is possible to identify a spectrum of political positions within the field, something explored here but, as far as I know, nowhere else. At one end stands the British social democrat and economist Richard Layard, now a life peer who sits in the British House of Lords, but whose children cannot.81 In his 2005 Happiness: Lessons from a New Science, which he dedicated to Kahneman, Layard followed authors of other summary books but broadened the scope of his social vision. Psychology, he noted, lacked “the comprehensive framework for policy analysis that economics” provided, especially economics not fundamentally indebted to the worship of free markets and rational citizen/consumers. Therefore incorporating economics into contemporary psychology would advance scholarship and reveal ways of enhancing happiness that reached beyond individualistic solutions. Like other positive psychologists, Layard stressed the importance of social connections, but he emphasized how in Britain and the United States they had eroded significantly, undermining people's sense of trust and security, with unemployment being "one of the worst things that
can happen to anyone." Acknowledging the power of social comparisons and the hedonic treadmill, he cast serious doubt as to whether economic growth could increase levels of happiness in developed nations. Given that above a certain level added income procured relatively slight gains in happiness, there was considerable wastefulness in developed economies.82

Moreover, since people abhorred losses more than they valued gains and since well-to-do people garnered less happiness from more money than their poorer counterparts, egalitarian redistribution meant that "a country will have a higher level of average happiness the more equally its income is distributed." To bolster this assertion he pointed to Scandinavian nations that recorded high rates of happiness along with high taxes, a strong educational system, and "a culture of mutual respect." Layard also emphasized that research made clear that "it is more important to reduce suffering than to generate extreme happiness." The policy recommendations that followed from his analysis were clear: develop family-friendly social policies, "subsidize activities that promote community life," dramatically reduce unemployment, provide major funding to counter the emotional and economic costs of mental illness, use social policy "to fight the constant escalation of wants," and foster education that emphasized "the sense of an overall purpose wider than oneself."83

If Layard represents the social democratic left among happiness scholars, the cultural left appears most prominently in the work of University of California Berkeley psychology professor Dacher Keltner and the Greater Good Science Center of the University of California, of which he was the founding director. Keltner weaves together strands of the familiar tapestry comprised of Eastern religions, neuroscience, and Darwinism, though in his case it was the kindest and not the fittest who survived. The Center, like Keltner's research and writing, as well as Berkeley's Social Interaction Lab, relies heavily on an individualistic focus. Yet even here they differ from mainline positive psychology. Although both Seligman and Keltner emphasized altruism, when talking of character the former stressed grit and resilience; the latter, love and compassion. Moreover, if most positive psychologists were vague about how to move from the personalistic to the social and political, Keltner and his colleagues more fully explored such connections. Among the topics they focused on, but most positive psychologists avoided, were the dynamics of racism, social class, moral behavior on a large scale, environmental degradation, peaceful reconciliation, and the exercise of power.84


Using what they call choice architecture to move people to make wise decisions is its central recommendation. For example, when employers established procedures that automatically enrolled employees in pension plans but gave them the choice of opting out, they did not significantly interfere with their freedom but held the prospect of improving their long-term well-being. President Barak Obama invited Sunstein to direct the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, which made seemingly small but highly significant changes in government rules and procedures that in turn relied on the findings of behavioral economists and on how scholars such as Kahneman had carefully analyzed decision-making.85

In contrast to this libertarian paternalism, David G. Myers of Hope College has offered a centrist perspective on happiness that rested on an embrace of traditional values. In his 2000 The American Paradox: Spiritual Hunger in an Age of Plenty, he advocated policies that many on the left also called for, such as a progressive tax on consumption and the strengthening of the progressive income tax. Yet as the title of his book made clear, he placed his analysis within a religiously inspired emphasis on how Americans lived in a world that combined spiritual longing and material abundance. A tax on consumption, by curbing excessively wanton materialism, would help restore spiritual commitments. Moreover, family values were central to his policy recommendations that involved "government and corporate policies that actually value families." Opposed to rampant individualism and to the ways divorce adversely affected children, he called for counteracting the excesses of the sexual revolution, strengthening marriage and the family, linking reproduction with responsibility, and reducing Sunday work requirements to "support the familial and religious roots of virtue."86

A free market, conservative perspective appeared in Arthur C. Brooks's Gross National Happiness: Why Happiness Matters for America—and How We Can Get More of It. The book appeared in 2008, the same year that its author became president of the American Enterprise Institute and a few years before he joined the advisory board of Charles Koch's Well-Being Initiative. Brooks argued that the data revealed that in general conservatives were happier than liberals because of the quality of their marriages, the seriousness of their religious commitments, and the strength of their individualism. When he turned to the implications of such findings, he made clear he supported family-friendly social policies—not by government mandates but by using the law and the tax code to strengthen traditional marriages. The evidence also showed, he argued, that a combination of religious, political, and economic freedom enhanced people's happiness. When it came to moral freedoms, such as control over whom we could marry or the conditions that made obtaining an abortion easy or difficult, it was not the government but "individuals, families, and communities" that...
should establish "our own private standards of behavior" even if they were "very strict." 87

The American tradition, he insisted, demanded a high ratio of freedom to security, with the government constantly attempting to lower the ratio, for example, by requiring us to wear seat belts, protecting us from second-hand smoke, or enforcing strict safety measures for airplane passengers. Brooks objected strenuously to how the "nanny state" eroded freedom and thus happiness, for instance, by having the government care for people who were capable of taking care of themselves. He asserted it undermined the ambition of poor people and depressed their spirits to tell them that because America was no longer a nation where equality of opportunity was possible, they should follow the Democratic Party in fighting for redistributive policies. Instead, it was charitable giving that improved individual and national happiness. Answering those who said nations could enhance their collective happiness by significantly taxing superfluous consumption, Brooks asserted that "although consumerism does not buy happiness, government spending does not, either," since "private prosperity brings us up, but government spending bring us back down." Above all, success under capitalism was the most important provider of happiness, he remarked in a way that reflected his unabashed and simplistic conservatism. It was not venal greed that motivated people but a natural desire "to succeed and create value." 88

POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY, THE SOCIAL SCIENCES, AND PUBLIC POLICY

From early on some social scientists had been central to the field of happiness studies, but positive psychologists had remained more insulated from fields that might have made their vision less individualistic and enabled them to engage more fully in public policy debates. 89 At first glance that seemed to change in the twenty-first century when social scientists, economists especially, entered the territory positive psychologists had traditionally occupied.

We have already seen the importance of early adopters such as Richard Easterlin, Tibor Scitovsky, Robert Frank, and Richard Layard. Until early in the twenty-first century they were rare among social scientists who focused on the relationships between policy and happiness. However, increasingly after that, national governments, international commissions, and scholars from a variety of disciplines turned their attention to the question of how to deploy public policy to increase individual and collective happiness. Given decades of research as to what made people happy, there was widespread agreement about what factors enhanced well-being—curbing the excesses of markets and individualism, reducing the damage unemployment or insecure employment causes, stemming the tide of environmental degradation, enhancing physical and mental health, and increasing people's sense of security and trust. Given how high are the stakes, recent the attention, and freighted the ideological issues, disagreements persist, especially about the nature of the connection between democracy and happiness and to what extent or whether there was a relationship between greater economic equality and happiness. 90

Despite the interventions of economists into debates over public policy, to a considerable extent positive psychologists remained attentive to many political issues. Indeed, over time Seligman actually moved away from a broad-scale public policy. In his 1998 APA presidential address he had announced major public policy initiatives. One involved the application of positive psychology to threats to human rights in ethno-political conflicts, in Northern Ireland and South Africa especially; another, support for social activism to alleviate inner city poverty. Similarly, if in his 1975 Helplessness he had talked of "effective protest" that would help residents of inner cities overcome helplessness and of how poverty could be solved by the "self-esteem-enhancing nature of social action," in the twenty-first century he turned away from a commitment to organized efforts to achieve social justice. The Comprehensive Soldier Fitness Program was a one major exception to the rule of public caution about focusing on policy issues in a major way, but it came at the initiative of the Army. Moreover, relying on an emphasis on character, it trained soldiers to overcome what they experienced in war rather than work for peaceful resolution of conflicts. 91

CRITICISMS OF POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

Positive psychologists have acknowledged the validity of some of the criticisms of their field, although at some key moments they seem prone to avoid grappling with what critics say. 92 "What strikes me is how defensive people seem to be when anyone challenges the merits/values of positive psychology," remarked a New Zealand psychologist in early 2016. Nonetheless, at key moments insiders offered critiques of the field. 93

One of the main issues involved the dangers of popularization. Thus, in 2013, Christopher Peterson insisted on distinguishing between what practitioners wrote in scholarly journals and in trade books. Popular books, he cautioned his peers, "should not be written as happiness cookbooks, replete with strong guarantees about the five easy steps toward lasting bliss." He had to admit that versions of the field that appeared in blogs and phone
apps made it "difficult for the general public to sort through what is actually known versus what is simply hoped. Exaggerations do occur, and they tarnish all of positive psychology." Yet, he insisted, "criticizing all of positive psychology for occasional excesses in some quarters is akin to criticizing all of music based solely on what one hears in an elevator." An even sharper critique came in 2012 from positive psychologist Ilona Boniwell. The danger, she wrote, of jumping on a slogan-dominated ideological bandwagon included "a narrow mindset, resentment of any criticism, hero worship, self-perpetuating beliefs, arrogance and getting stuck in self-imposed positivity, leading to a lack of depth, lack of realism and simplifications."95

A June 2015 session at the International Positive Psychology Association meetings, titled "Critiques of Positive Psychology," covered many of the key points of criticism. Kim S. Cameron, co-founder of the University of Michigan's Center for Positive Organizational Scholarship, led off with a full and frank presentation of key elements of commonly offered criticisms. Some of what he mentioned could be true of many emerging fields claiming scientific validity to what they discovered, including that findings were often invalid, overstated, or misleading. Yet some of what he highlighted involved problems specific to those who studied subjective well-being. Positive psychology, he remarked, failed to live up to its promise to draw on and make alliances with other academic fields. Skeptics asserted that positive psychology relied on an ethnocentric vision that reinforced Western values (individualism especially, in ways that echoed criticism of the Me Generation) and institutions (capitalism, in particular). Closer to home, the field ran into trouble by reflecting the biases of the white middle class and in the process ignored the way poverty and repression adversely affected the plight of the poor and non-whites. When practitioners moved from the classroom and laboratory, their interventions, critics alleged, created conformity rather than freedom.96

One critic from outside the field has noted that, relying on recycled clichés of Norman Vincent Peale and allowing the pendulum to swing too far away from negativity, positive psychology underemphasized the negative and offered what someone else called nothing more "than naive, crass happiness."97 This last criticism, that positive psychologists underestimated the deleterious effects of excessive positivity and the importance of negative ones, has been prominently and extensively explored, leading some to develop Second Wave Positive Psychology, or PP2.0, and others to launch an even more fundamental challenge to the ways the field often embraces happiness.98

After Cameron's talk, several leading figures in the field responded. Especially notable was Seligman's reaction. Noting that he had spent his entire life as a critic, he went on to emphasize the difference between destructive and constructive varieties of criticism, the latter appearing especially on web blogs. This meant that most criticism was not peer reviewed, and he emphasized the need for what he called "malice detectors." Science, he insisted as he focused on the importance of academic standards, was the antidote to "junk skepticism."99

Yet as reassuring as were the comments by Cameron and his colleagues, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that many positive psychologists were unwilling to engage with the most trenchant critiques of this field. There is, for example, little in their reactions to reassure a skeptic that they had grappled with the kinds of issues Jackson Lears raised in a 2013 essay. The outpouring of courses and how-to books in positive psychology, he argued, was a small "part of a broad, obsessive and flourishing effort to pursue happiness more directly and systematically than ever before." For Lears, it did not "take a social scientist to see that a blizzard of how-to books on 'positivity' suggests its lack in everyday life," for "behind the facade of smiley-faced optimism, American culture appears awash in a pervasive sadness, or at least a restless longing for a sense of fulfillment that remains just out of reach." He castigated positive psychologists for offering clichés, conventional bromides, ones based not on science but on sentiment, especially "a strikingly vacuous worldview, one devoid of history, culture or political economy" that relied on hardly convincing "pop evolutionary psychology" and "pop neuroscience." Especially vexing to him was the individualism of happiness studies that avoided "being in the world, including the public world."100

Barbara Ehrenreich's 2009 Bright-Sided: How Positive Thinking Is Undermining America is among the most pointed, even angry critiques of positive psychology and certainly the best known. Several years later Peterson cited her book as evidence of "a recent backlash" that reprised "the centuries-old suspicion of optimism as indicative of stupidity or denial."101

Ehrenreich brought considerable strengths to the task of critiquing positive psychology—a doctorate in cell biology from Rockefeller University, a passionate feminist consciousness, and formidable talents as a writer whose previous books had commanded significant readership. 102 Bright-Sided was an intensely personal book, which Ehrenreich began with how she felt when people encouraged her to face a diagnosis of breast cancer by seeing the bright side but ended up as an impassioned attack on positive thinking, including that offered by psychologists. Calling "positive thinking" a "mass delusion" in general, she zeroed in on the "ultrafeminine theme of the breast cancer marketplace" characterized by "the cornucopia of pink-ribbon-themed breast cancer products" that evoked the advice of those who saw breast cancer as a gift, not a life-threatening or life-altering danger. As a trained scientist and skilled polemicist, she questioned those
who offered scientific evidence that the right attitude would help you resist or recover.  

Within this larger context, Ehrenreich began her treatment of positive psychology with a discussion of Seligman as an academic entrepreneur who used a range of strategies—whether "scientific breakthrough or flamboyant bid for funding and attention"—to advance his career, his profession, and his ideas. She reported how in 2007 she went to see Seligman with some trepidation, having recently published an article in Harper's that was critical of positive psychology, including its pop incarnations. When he saw her, she remembered, he was "practically scowling" and he engaged in strategies to avoid talking with her by creating a series of what she called "barriers to a normal interview." The situation continued to deteriorate: when Ehrenreich raised questions about some of what Seligman had written, he reportedly responded testily, telling her to go home and Google what she apparently did not understand. When she did, she reported, she discovered that although in Flourish Seligman had used equations to make his "book look weightier and full of mathematical rigor," in fact it made him "look like the Wizard of Oz." Ehrenreich concluded her discussion of Seligman and positive psychology by reporting on what she saw as the problematic nature of the studies on which the field rested, especially those that established correlation but not causation, that engaged in media-driven positive spinning, and that defended the status quo by emphasizing that it was the individual's responsibility to change adverse situations.

Two years later, writing in Flourish, Seligman responded to what Ehrenreich had written. Under the heading "Barbara (I Hate Hope)" Ehrenreich, he remarked that he found her book "uncongenial" and her analysis "wrongheaded and evidence-ignoring," going on to say that she did not see that "the evidence is robust, significance levels are high, and the findings replicate over and over." By confusing optimism with "sugar coating," when she faced a cancer diagnosis, he remarked, she appeared "to be after a world in which human well-being follows only from externalities such as class, war, and money. Such a crumbling, Marxist worldview," he continued, "must ignore the enormous number of reflexive realities in which what a person thinks and feels goes on to influence the future," reflexive realities which were precisely what "the science of positive psychology" was about.

Others on the left, whether Marxist, Foucauldian, or postmodern, offered critiques of positive psychology more profound and more fully articulated than Ehrenreich's. From what I can tell, people in the field know of Ehrenreich's criticism but few if any are aware of what those on the left—Marxists and Foucauldians—have written. Well into the twenty-first century came an analysis that emphasized how positive psychologists were involved in managing the consent of workers, citizens, and consumers—and in the process distracting attention from more urgent issues. "There are surely ample political and material problems to deal with right now," wrote the British sociologist William Davies in his The Happiness Industry: How the Government and Big Business Sold Us Well-Being, "before we divert quite so much attention towards the mental and neural conditions through which we individually experience them." Although not focusing specifically on positive psychology, the cultural critic Lauren Berlant talked of late twentieth-century "cruel optimism," how in Western societies the promise of lives marked by security, social mobility, and equality persisted when neoliberalism made realization of such a dream increasingly unlikely. Others articulated how "happiness becomes a disciplinary technique," with positive psychologists promoting highly moral dimensions of subjective well-being that conventional bourgeois people pursued as part of emotionally laden performances infused with values shaped by the capitalist marketplace.

Citing how the language of the marketplace (happiness as a "type of emotional currency that can be spent, like money, on outcomes in life you truly value" or as a liquid that operated in "the same way that monetary instruments such as stocks" did), the American sociologist Sam Binkley used a Foucauldian perspective to explore happiness as an instrument of government in a post-Keynesian world. For him, "the new discourse on happiness" involved "a life resource whose potential resides at the disposal of a sovereign, enterprising, self interested actor" who operated in a neoliberal world that promised "dynamic possibilities, risks and open horizons." In the process, the enterprising, responsible self, liberated from constraining negativity and dependence once fostered by the social welfare state, could pursue a world that seemed to be full of self-realized individualistic possibilities but was actually governed by imperatives and institutions beyond the individual's control.

In her work on self-help and makeover cultures, Micki McGee explores how globalization and deindustrialization have undermined traditional values and institutions, replacing them with therapeutic makeover and self-help cultures. Old and new media, from bestselling books to life coaching and webinars, have emerged as "central to the compliance industries required for neoliberal governmentality" as they chase after the "liberal ideal of the pursuit of happiness." Crucial to these efforts are inspirational imperatives that in turn rely on religious and spiritual traditions, including the Protestantism in the Norman Vincent Peale tradition but also the Buddhism represented by the Dalai Lama and Jon Kabat-Zinn. For McGee and others, it was no coincidence that an abundance of calls on people to invest in, manage, and improve themselves occurred at the same time that
economic insecurity affected tens of millions of Americans. Into the breach came self-help culture, including positive psychology, that promised to keep people afloat when faced with unprecedented challenges.\textsuperscript{110}

McGee’s particular contribution is to emphasize how the promise of a reborn self could lead people “into a new sort of enslavement: into a cycle where the self is not improved but endlessly belabored.” For her the prominence of the belabored self, which she sees in American culture including the florishing of positive psychology, is an essential component of how neoliberalism helps maintain the political and social status quo in part by emphasizing individualistic efforts rather than communitarian or political ones. Self-reinvention, and not political activism, promised to solve the problems of economic insecurity even though a new, fulfilled, and adequate self was impossible to achieve. Gender and religion play key roles in her analysis. She explores the gender dimensions of late twentieth- and early twenty-first-century self-help efforts, which in turn help us understand key impulses in positive psychology. Earlier, male-oriented traditions focused on gaining money, possessions, or status. Yet as women entered the paid workforce and became increasingly important in the marketplace for books, how-to literature increasingly focused on the intangible, highly subjective and elusive goals of self-fulfillment and happiness. One result was the increased importance of mindfulness, self-realization, and seeing one’s life as a work of art—all of which required unending rounds of effort without necessarily guaranteeing arrival at the promised goal. Finally, she reminds us of how contemporary renderings of the successful, happy self rely on a reshaping of Protestant religious traditions. Applied to an understanding of positive psychology, her emphasis on the importance of a calling by work achievable through flow, along with the achievement of grace and rebirth by the self-actualized self, suggests a key component to realizing the promise of subjective well-being that is simultaneously religious and psychological.\textsuperscript{111}

There is much merit in these critiques of positive psychology, although many critics missed that positivity as a world view encompassed a variety of political orientations. The dovetailing of the development of this field with a neoliberalism reinforced the individualism inherent in much of psychology and thus the difficulty many positive psychologists had in moving beyond vague promises of engaging social issues. As one observer perceptively noted of the emphasis on character, which could be applied more widely to the field’s findings, maybe a better approach to character training would involve a greater willingness “to cast a critical eye on the peculiarly American cult of individual ascendency and instill grit while challenging social inequality, rather than inadvertently reproducing it.”\textsuperscript{112} Multiple social changes provided the seedbed of positive psychology, among them the opposing forces of neoliberalism’s confidence in market forces in an age of economic travails and the way millions of people realized that affluence had limited potential to make lives happier. One important difference is that in the twenty-first century, scholars in happiness studies discussed income inequality and environmental degradation while those in positive psychology generally avoided these issues and focused instead on how terrorism enhanced character strengths. The future will reveal in what directions the fields of happiness studies and positive psychology will go, but if the past is any guide they will be multiple and often contradictory.
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